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Odell Beckham Jr. 's first signature lifestyle shoe is an SF-AF1 MID

Odell Beckham Jr. is releasing his first signature lifestyle shoe, an SF AF1 Mid
inspired by New York’s yellow cabs (which are nearly extinct due to Uber and Lyft).

According to Nike, when OBJ left Louisiana in 2014 and headed to New York he was
struck by the omnipresence of the yellow cab. Like the cabs, his all-yellow
sneakerboot sticks out in a crowd.

This SF AF1 Mid features a woven label at the tongue flaunts ‘OBJ’ while the a
strap features the longitude and latitude of the city in which OBJ was born — Baton
Rouge. Additional details include markers for Metlife Stadium, his social media bio,
position, and jersey number. this shoes The cancellation of  Swoosh Logo logo but 
instead of the large area of  tiger camouflage pattern and  using tear nylon material
which make lightweight and breathable,  yeah ,the new design are attached  a lot pf
fans now for  kd 10 for sale  .
 Along with the change of different angle and light intensity, the tiger pattern
will be showing a different gloss effect, the overall shape of fresh and sharp, that
is amazing .

The cancellation of  Swoosh Logo logo but  instead of the large area of  Wheat
pattern and  using tear nylon material which make lightweight and breathable,  yeah
,the new design are attached  a lot pf fans now .
 Along with the change of different angle and light intensity, the tiger pattern
will be showing a different gloss effect, the overall shape of fresh and sharp, that
is amazing .

The Nike SF AF1 Mid &lsquo;OBJ&rsquo;  releases on November 24 exclusively at Nike
stores, Nike SNKRS, Foot Locker flagships, and Sneakeasy, a Nike and Foot Locker
pop-up shop on Wall Street that opens on November 22. No pricing information has
been announced for newjordans2018.com
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http://www.kd10sale.com/product-tag/nike-sf-af1-mid-for-sale/
http://www.kd10sale.com
http://www.kd10sale.com/product-tag/nike-sf-af1-wheat-for-sale/
http://www.newjordans2018.com
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PS: about Odell Cornelious Beckham Jr.

Odell Cornelious Beckham Jr. (born November 5, 1992) is an American football wide
receiver for the New York Giants of the National Football League (NFL). Born in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, Beckham played college football at nearby Louisiana State
University (LSU), and was drafted by the Giants in the first round of the 2014 NFL
Draft with the 12th overall pick. Since entering the NFL, Beckham has been one of the
most productive and popular players, but he has drawn media scrutiny for his conduct
on and off the playing field
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